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Abstract: (1) Background: Health insurance and social protection in Myanmar are negligible, which leaves many citizens at risk of financial hardship in case of a serious illness. The aim of this study is to explore the views of healthcare consumers and compare them to the views of key informants on the design and implementation of a nationwide health insurance system in Myanmar. (2) Method: Data were collected through nine focus group discussions with healthcare consumers and six semi-structured interviews with key health system informants. (3) Results: The consumers supported a mandatory basic health insurance and voluntary supplementary health insurance. Tax-based funding was suggested as an option that can help to enhance healthcare utilization among the poor and vulnerable groups. However, a fully tax-based funding was perceived to have limited chances of success given the low level of government resources available. Community-based insurance, where community members pool money in a healthcare fund, was seen as more appropriate for the rural areas. (4) Conclusion: This study suggests a healthcare financing mechanism based on a mixed insurance model for the creation of nationwide health insurance. Further inquiry into the feasibility of the vital aspects of the nationwide health insurance is needed.
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1. Introduction

Myanmar is a country in transition. The long period of military rule and repression has had devastating effects on the lives of people in Myanmar (Shobert 2013). Although at present signs of socio-political change are visible, Myanmar is still one of the poorest countries in the Southeast Asian region. Furthermore, the country is ranked 149 on the Human Development Index, out of all 187 countries listed (UNDP 2013). The socio-political and economic situation in Myanmar has affected its health system as well. Currently, only 2% of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) is spent on healthcare (Kuiper 2013; WHO 2015b), which is very little compared to the surrounding countries. Singapore for example spends 3.9% and Malaysia 4.4% of GDP on healthcare (Industry Report 2014).
At present, 73% of the healthcare provision in Myanmar is paid through out-of-pocket payments (World Bank 2015; WHO 2015b). In 2012, the Myanmar Ministry of Health estimated that the amount of government funding is only 23% of the total spending on healthcare. Compared to the neighboring countries, such as Thailand, Vietnam and India, the government spending on healthcare comes up short (Shobert 2014; WHO 2015a). The Ministry of Labour currently provides the only type of health insurance in Myanmar, the so-called Social Security Scheme (SSS), which was put in place in 1956. Out of the 53.7 million citizens in Myanmar, only about 600,000 individuals are covered by the SSS, on individual account, meaning that these people contribute a percentage of their earnings. Eligibility is restricted to certain groups of state enterprise employees, civil servants and employees of public and private firms with five or more employees (de la Puente 2014; WHO, SEARO 2012). Citizens not enrolled in the SSS have to pay for healthcare services out of pocket.

Because of the high percentage of out-of-pocket payments in Myanmar, the poor and other disadvantaged groups who use healthcare frequently, are especially vulnerable to catastrophic financial outcomes once they are in need of healthcare. To protect these groups but also the middle-income groups, there is an urge to design and implement a nationwide health insurance mechanism that can assure universal coverage. The government of Myanmar has committed itself to attain universal health coverage by 2030 (WHO 2011). The need to design and implement a nationwide health insurance system with an adequate benefit package and adequate level of cost sharing is one of the strategies to be considered. To increase the availability of healthcare, efforts are made to develop a national policy on healthcare financing focusing on adequate funding, efficiency of resource use, financial sustainability and capacity for better management of available resources. The establishment of a universal risk pooling mechanism to share healthcare costs and reduce the out-of-pocket payments will help to prevent catastrophic health expenditures among the poor and disadvantaged people and to safeguard access to healthcare services (Smith and Witter 2004; Majumder 2012).

While the need for universal health coverage in Myanmar is recognized, no study has been done so far into what kind of healthcare financing system is most appropriate. Therefore, this study explores the views of healthcare consumers and triangulates them with the views of key health system informants on the design and implementation of a nationwide health insurance in Myanmar. Specifically, the study focuses on the following research questions: would it be an option to extend the current health insurance system, the SSS, to cover other population groups; and what type of health insurance system is best able to ensure universal health coverage for the population of Myanmar?

The following aspects of the future health insurance system are explored from the perspective of healthcare consumers and health system informants: (1) system funding (premium size and collection, patient cost-sharing mechanisms and government subsidies); (2) management of the insurance system (type and organization of insurance agencies, accountability and government involvement); (3) relations between healthcare insurers, healthcare providers and healthcare consumers; and (4) benefit package. Based on this, we outline the degree of consensus among the participants and we discuss implications of the study for the development of a sustainable, efficient and equitable nationwide health insurance system for Myanmar. We recognize that the main prerequisite for building a sustainable health insurance is to create a strong cooperation between all three stakeholders—payers, providers and beneficiaries. The study provides a base for policy debates not only in Myanmar but also in other developing countries struggling with the establishment of a nationwide health insurance system.

2. Materials and Methods

This study is an explorative qualitative study based on focus-groups discussions (FGDs) and in-depth interviews (Wilkinson 2004). The study was carried out in the period between June–August 2015. A qualitative ethnographic study design is chosen because it allows the researcher to analyze and compare the opinions of different participant groups based on their backgrounds and cultural perspectives (Tao 1995). In this study, data were collected among healthcare consumers through
FGDs where the perceptions of healthcare consumers on a suitable health insurance system were explored. In addition, for comparative purposes, data were collected among key health system informants through semi-structured in-depth interviews. While the guide for the FGDs included only questions that could be comprehended by the healthcare consumers, the interview guide included some additional detailed questions about the health insurance design. Both guides were based on open-ended questions related to the key aspects of health insurance studied: system funding, management responsibilities and accountability for healthcare coverage, as well as the relations between healthcare consumers, insurer(s) and healthcare workers.

At the start of the data collection, community leaders and SSS bodies selected and approached the participants of the FGDs. The objective was to have participants with different socio-economic and health insurance status, as well as different educational backgrounds, to ensure that different consumers’ perspectives are studied (Wilkinson 2004). Thus, the principles of convenience and purposive sampling were applied (non-probabilistic sampling) (Lavrakas and Battaglia 2008).

In total, nine FGDs with healthcare consumers were carried out (68 participants in total). The 7 FGDs were conducted in 6 townships, which cover both urban and peri-urban areas in the Yangon region (Hle Gu, North Dagon, Bahan, Ahlone, Shwe Pyi Thar and Mingalardon). In addition, one FGD was carried out in the Bago township in the Bago region and one FGD was carried out in the Kyaut Se township in the Mandalay region to explore different views and experiences across different regions.

The key health system informants were also selected through a combination of non-probabilistic sampling techniques, namely convenience and snowballing sampling (Browne 2007). The group of key informants included three healthcare providers and three policymakers with diverse professional background. Policymakers working at government/municipality, non-government and international organizations were identified with the help of local contacts from Yangon based on the principle of convenience sampling. Urban and rural healthcare providers working at public or private facilities were identified using a snowball sampling (Browne 2007). Thus, healthcare providers interviewed suggested potential participants based on their professional network.

Ethical clearance was obtained from the Department of Medical Research at the Ministry of Health of Myanmar. Prior to the start of the interviews and FGDs, the participants received detailed information about the study, gave permission for tape recording the interview and were asked to sign an informed consent form. The participant only took part in the study if he/she agreed to sign the informed consent form. The FGDs were conducted using an interpreter/translator since the participants only spoke Myanmar, while not all researchers in the research team spoke the language. The data from the FGDs were translated and then summarized. Interviews were conducted in English as all participants had a good command of the English language. After conducting the interviews, they were verbatim transcribed.

The analysis of the data was done by coding the transcripts according to the key aspects of health insurance included in the interview and FGD guide, thus applying the method of directed qualitative content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). This analysis starts with the key themes (in this case, the key aspects of health insurance mentioned above) as guidance for initial codes. The most frequently repeating codes formed the basis of the synthesis of results. The views of participants on the current healthcare financing system in Myanmar were also extracted and analyzed.

To improve the validity of the study, verification with the interviewed key informants was carried out to clarify whether the content of the synthesized results is similar to what they meant during the interview. Asking open-ended questions and comparing the results with the findings of background studies (Golafshani 2003) helped to improve the reliability of the study outcomes.
3. Results

As mentioned above, nine FGDs with healthcare consumers (19 male and 49 female, 68 participants in total) and six in-depth interviews with key health system informants (three healthcare providers and three policymakers) provided data for this study.

The results are synthesized and presented according to the key aspects of health insurance: system funding, management responsibilities and relations between healthcare consumers, insurer(s) and healthcare workers. Before that, the views on the current system of healthcare financing are presented.


The only insurance system currently in place in Myanmar is the SSS. This system has not been improved or expanded over the years, as indicated by one of the key informants. The SSS is regulated through the Ministry of Labour and paid for by employers of middle and large companies (five or more employers). Healthcare services covered by the SSS are provided in two hospitals in Yangon, one hospital in Mandalay and in 77 SSS clinics throughout the country. Employees, who are enrolled, are reimbursed for their healthcare spending in non-SSS facilities as well.

Healthcare consumers-participants enrolled to the SSS, as well as key health system informants included in the study, are generally not satisfied with the services provided by the SSS. The people enrolled in the SSS often do not know the premium rate which is deducted from their salary and what healthcare services are covered. In addition, the healthcare services provided by the SSS do not satisfy the patients’ medical needs in terms of distance and opening hours, which coincide with the general working hours. Sometimes facilities are open only 3 days/week. There are problems with poor communication skill of the health staff and a long waiting time. SSS members in our study also complain about the poor health facilities of SSS clinic, for example, lack of health staff, essential medicines, laboratory and imagine facilities. The last factor bothering SSS members in our study is the long reimbursement process when they pay out-of-pocket for medicines at outside pharmacy or receive healthcare at public facilities that fall under the Ministry of Health. The data from the FGDs show that some persons are unaware of their enrolment in the SSS and are unaware of the eligibility criteria to enroll in the SSS. Also, even if people are enrolled, they still pay high amounts of money for healthcare services and have to wait a long time before their healthcare costs are reimbursed. The reimbursement is usually not in full. Sometimes they only receive 50% of the actual expense. Therefore, the majority of the members enrolled in the SSS, choose for non-SSS hospitals such as private clinics, even though these healthcare costs are not covered. These views about the functioning of the SSS are also supported by the key health system informants in our study. On the other hand, one SSS member who experienced a resection of a breast tumor at SSS hospital in Mandalay indicates that she was satisfied with doctors and service and that the cost was very low as she only needed to pay for travel, food and some medicines.

‘I don’t want to enroll in health insurance, since I don’t trust it. Now all our colleagues have SSS but when we went to the SSS office to pay premium, the communication with the office staff was very bad and the process takes a lot of time. For reimbursement, they have to wait for a long time as well. So if the health insurance will be like this, I don’t want to enroll.’

(FGD-participant/SSS member)

‘As the SSS clinic is too far from the residential area and open only 3 days per week, I prefer to seek treatment at nearby clinic’

(FGD-participant/SSS member)

‘I did not get full reimbursement when I was admitted to public hospital for a fractured leg’

(FGD-participant/SSS member)

‘So, most of them (healthcare consumers with SSS health insurance) go to the government hospital for their health problems, because they have SSS. But some of them don’t
want to go to the government hospital. It is very dirty and they lack facilities, so they prefer going to the private clinics even though they pay for social welfare (SSS).’ (Key informant/healthcare provider).

The challenges faced by the non-SSS members at present are high out-of-pocket payments, long distance from the health facility especially for specialized care and poorly equipped health facilities in the community. One participant living in a sub-urban area of Yangon, Hle Gu township, had to borrow money and/or sell assets to pay for healthcare. However, people living in another township (Bahan) state that they can access a mobile clinic, which provides free healthcare including, imaging facilities. One participant from Bahan township and one from North Dagon township report that the public hospitals stand for the poor with low cost and good quality of care. Utilization of public hospitals costs only one third of the private hospital use because it only requires buying some medicines while other services are free.

‘We need to borrow money from either relatives or money mongers who take 5% or 10% or 15% interest. As I don’t have health insurance or a social security card we even need to sell our properties to get treatment’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

‘There was an imprinted ideology in our mind that ‘no money no healthcare’ in contrary to our belief, it cost only 50 USD in public hospital instead of 150 USD if we used a private facility’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

The FGDs show that the most important criteria healthcare consumers use when choosing healthcare services are accessibility of and trust in the healthcare provider, as well as the ability to pay for their healthcare services. Therefore, they visit facilities and providers near their homes and only use specialist care in case of referral by their general practitioner (GP). Some participants in the FGDs mention that long waiting hours are a barrier to seek healthcare, especially in big general hospitals. In clinics nearby the homes of participants, this problem is not perceived.

The key health system informants also mention the problem with long waiting hours. One key informant, working at a public hospital, explains that often, situations occur in which the demand for care exceeds the work capacity of the hospital, since the group of healthcare consumers the hospital covers, exceeds the capacity of the hospital. This informant also states that the government underestimates the amount of healthcare consumers served by a township. In the township of Hlaing Tharyar, according to another key informant, one third of the healthcare consumers are not registered, because of the high percentage of non-registered migrant workers coming from the North of Myanmar. The work-pressure resulting from the shortcomings in staff and facilities, together with the very low salary ($185 on average per month) leads to low quality of care and a long waiting time for healthcare consumers.

The healthcare consumers in our study state that if they would have enough money, they would not use the government facilities anymore but pay for private healthcare. According to key informants in the study, healthcare consumers with higher incomes mostly use private healthcare facilities. They rather spend extra money for high quality healthcare in private facilities in Myanmar, or go abroad to countries such as Singapore and Thailand.

The overall perception of both healthcare consumers and key informants is that there is a more general need of a better and more up-to-date health system and not merely an improvement of the SSS, which is only a part of the healthcare financing mechanism. The following quote explains why one of the key informants in the study does not think the SSS is a success:

‘The SSS was formed many years ago, when we were young. If the system was okay, the amount of people using it would be reaching the sky!’ (Key informant/healthcare provider)

Key informants also mention that healthcare consumers do not pay for all healthcare costs themselves. The government provides some pharmaceuticals to hospitals and healthcare facilities.
Additionally, some healthcare is provided free of charge (e.g., services of healthcare workers on voluntary basis in the rural areas). At the same time, healthcare consumers in the study explain that local governments sometimes arrange free mobile clinics that provide free specialist care for eye disease or other non-acute needs.

However, healthcare consumers also mention during the FGDs that the healthcare costs they have to pay, are sometimes paid for by using savings, borrowing money from relatives and friends, selling properties or getting a loan. The following quote explains the thoughts and considerations of one FGD participant when he has to pay for medical services he uses:

‘If the illness I am faced with is very serious, I will have to borrow money to get treatment. If I do not die, I can earn money and pay it back later.’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

When asked in the FGDs how big the barrier of healthcare cost on daily life expenditure is, direct catastrophic experiences, are not stated by the healthcare consumers. Only a few consumers-participants speak of situations in which they are faced with financial hardship due to their illness.

3.2. Funding of a Future Health Insurance System

In the FGDs, the topic of a health insurance funding system appears difficult to grasp, since most of healthcare consumers lack experience with healthcare insurance. However, after receiving information on the health insurance concept, most FGD participants show a positive attitude towards paying for health insurance. Generally, for a basic package of healthcare services, an insurance premium equal to 4% of the monthly income is seen as a reasonable amount to pay, when paid on a monthly basis. For individuals with lower incomes, this insurance premium will mean 1000–3000 Kyats (approximately 1–3 USD) per month. If the package includes high-cost medical services, they are willing to spend up to 5–6% of their monthly income. They also would like to have their family members covered by this insurance premium.

‘We want to contribute 2–5% for health insurance (exact amount is 3%). We prefer monthly payment as we don’t want to burden our self’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

‘All family members should have health insurance and contribute a fixed amount’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

‘We are willing to contribute monthly premium with range between 2000–3000 MMK’ (FGD-participant/SSS member)

The key informants in our study propose three different funding systems as being most appropriate for the Myanmar population; a tax-based health insurance system for the whole population of Myanmar, a health insurance system based on a combination of taxes and individual insurance contributions and a community-based health insurance system. The option of a tax-based health insurance system for the whole population is proposed by one of the key informants who is a policymaker. This key informant highly values the concept of solidarity and states that solidarity is essential for a successful nationwide healthcare insurance system. He also supports the idea that ‘the contribution should not restrict access.’ According to him, it is important to limit the inequality in access to adequate healthcare and a fully tax-based health insurance system would be the best way to approach this problem. Health insurance should be a form of social protection, provided by a mechanism that allows cross-subsidy from the rich to the poor. As indicated by this key informant, surrounding countries, for example, Thailand, India and Sri Lanka, achieved better coverage by increasing government spending on health. A tax-based system, creating a large pool of contributors to the insurance system is the best possibility to cover the largest range of health episodes. It is fundamental to have the poor, children and elderly covered to start with. If the government starts
by covering a small part of the population with a basic package of healthcare, with the prospected increase of Myanmar’s economy and wealth in time, the package as well as the amount of people covered can be increased, as explained by the key informant.

‘The larger the pool of contributions, whether it is through individuals into a social insurance pool or whether it is into a tax system but the larger the pool, obviously the larger the range of health episodes that you can cover.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

This key informant does not see the small formal sector as a problem. As he explains, only one third of the Myanmar’s population is working in the formal sector and would contribute by paying taxes to this type of health insurance funding. There are possibilities of getting people from the informal sector to pay as well but the costs to get them enrolled often exceeds the funds they contribute to the pool. The key informant sees the nationwide health insurance as a form of road tax.

‘In other countries when you buy a car you must pay road tax every year. But a poor person who has a bicycle doesn’t pay road tax but he can still access all roads. The same concept with tax based healthcare financing model which poor can access healthcare although they don’t need to contribute like rich one.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

Other two key informants, also policymakers, propose a basic package of healthcare services funded by both taxes and individual insurance contributions. This insurance contribution should give the healthcare consumer access to a basic package of healthcare starting with the coverage of primary healthcare. In case people can afford to spend more money and are willing to do so, they can get coverage for secondary and tertiary healthcare services, provided by a private healthcare insurance company. However, key informant believes that ‘the ones who pay more should get more.’

According to one key informant, informal workers should be made responsible to contribute to the health insurance system, making health insurance mandatory even though gathering the individual contributions will be challenging. He explains that the Myanmar banking system is weak, leading to a lot of mistrust in the banks. Therefore, many people do not have bank accounts. Innovative ways of reimbursements can be thought of, as suggested by one of the key informants. Household electricity bills are paid at local offices and healthcare insurance payments can be included in these monthly bills. If people do not pay for their insurance or electric bill, they will get cut off the electricity as well.

A community-based health insurance system for the rural areas of Myanmar, is proposed by one of the key informants, who is healthcare provider. To overcome the concerns about the access to and delivery of adequate care, collaboration between government and the NGOs that are working is the area is necessary. This key informant states that a different form of health insurance for the rural populations might be more appropriate since these population groups do not have the same access to healthcare facilities as people living in the urban areas. Setting up health clubs, to pool money of the small communities into a fund, will enable the healthcare consumer in the rural areas to pay for medical costs out of this community fund. Pooling the money can be done in many different ways, as explained by the key informant.

3.3. Management of a Future Health Insurance System

Healthcare consumers-participants in the FGDs do not show a preference for a specific management body for health insurance as long as the organization is transparent and efficient. They find trustworthiness, reliability and accountability of the managing body important criteria for the management of the future health insurance system. According to them, the managing body should guarantee equal access to and quality of healthcare services.

‘We want the honest and efficient organization to handle the health insurance service although we don’t have any political preference’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)
‘I prefer both private and government sector involve in establishing health insurance policy’
(FGD-participant/SSS member)

All key health system informants in our study have a positive attitude towards the involvement of international parties to help set up a health insurance system in Myanmar, as they acknowledge that the national stakeholders currently lack the experience to set up such system themselves. Related to this, two key informants see the importance of involving NGOs and international organizations to develop the management of the system. They explain that Myanmar lacks experience with health insurance governance and needs assistance from more experienced parties (International nongovernment organizations, medical associations, international insurers) to come up with a health insurance system.

‘In Myanmar there is a lack of management and regulatory power to map all activities of NGOs and INGO are doing to improve the health.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

‘I think foreign companies should come here because this is fertile soil, very fertile soil for many businesses.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

Key informants in our study however recognise that the collaboration between international NGOs and governments can be challenging. As explained by one of the key informants, he experiences a barrier when collaborating with government representatives, as he perceives a strong hierarchy.

‘The hierarchy makes working in collaboration difficult.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

Key informants in our study also recognise the lack of regulations and policies in Myanmar. One of the key informants sees it as the government’s responsibility to lay down the rules and regulation for health insurance but allow for a joint venture of public and private parties together to organise the health insurance. This key informant sees a role for private companies to come up with policies and to stimulate competition between those parties to keep the price of health insurance low. But at the same time, it is necessary to have the government as a controlling body to control and regulate the health insurance market so that the quality of healthcare is guaranteed.

‘We need the right mechanism in place but the mechanism also needs the right policies in those areas.’ (Key informant/healthcare policymaker)

One key informant points out that the government lacks the ‘eye’s on the ground’ and do not want to be told what to do either by medical doctors or policymakers from NGOs. This leaves them with unrealistic views on the society and the population’s medical needs. Another key informant however sees the organization of educational programs of healthcare workers as a responsibility for the government.

3.4. Relations between the Stakeholders in a Future Health Insurance System

The results of the FGDs suggest that healthcare consumers have a strong preference to choose their own physician, based on a feeling of trust. Therefore, they do not like the idea of being restricted to one healthcare worker under the future health insurance system. They also expect that the health insurance system can offer access basic primary care and specialised care if they needed. They wish the reimbursement process to be short and to get full reimbursement.

‘We wish to have universal coverage for health insurance or social protection it should step from local health clinic up to tertiary level’ (FGD-participant/non-SSS member)

‘We are keen to have skill healthcare workers with good communication skill’
(FGD-participant/SSS member)
One of the key informants suggests the involvement of the Myanmar Medical Association for the training and educational programs of medical professions. Keeping healthcare workers in the system is a problem since salaries are low and the facilities are old-fashioned. This makes job opportunities in surrounding countries such as Thailand and India more attractive compared to working in Myanmar, which results in a brain drain. Due to the lack of human resources, especially in the rural areas, the question of free choice of healthcare provider under a future health insurance system can be only relevant in the urban areas.

With regards to competition, one key informant advises to encourage competition among healthcare workers. He feels that for example an experienced physician should be paid more compared to a physician who just graduated from a medical school, because of the professional experience. One key informant also mentions the lack of competition among healthcare providers but also among suppliers of healthcare equipment and pharmaceuticals. The latter was prohibited in the country during the military ruling and the international boycott for several years. This kept innovation in medical equipment and pharmaceuticals low. Therefore, encouraging competition might make working in the healthcare sector more attractive as well. However, not all healthcare consumer-participants share the positive opinion on competition among healthcare providers. Providing physicians with better facilities, sufficient pharmaceuticals and medical equipment will make the profession more attractive as well, according to one key informant.

All participants acknowledge the importance of including all Myanmar people in the healthcare insurance but reducing the burden of paying for healthcare for vulnerable groups. The elderly, children and vulnerable population groups should be paying less or should not pay at all for the healthcare services they use, according to one of the key informants.

3.5. Benefit Package

An interesting finding in the FGDs is that healthcare consumers want all services included in the health insurance package, even annual medical check-ups. The question is whether this is realistic and whether people fully consider the costs of providing all of these services for free. One of the key health system informants thinks that expensive cancer treatment; dental care, plastic surgery, organ transplants and traditional medicine are all treatments that can be excluded from the benefit package. Traditional medicine is practised on a large scale, mainly in the rural areas but it is often entails health risks. Traditional practices sometimes prevent people from using evidence-based medicine practices or the traditional treatment on itself puts the patient in danger. The ‘safer’ practices, such as herbal teas, are often inexpensive and can be easily paid for by people themselves, as stated by one key informant.

Bottom-up investigation is needed to specify what necessary services should be included in the package and what services can be excluded. One key informant also states that the medical needs of the rural area are different from those in the urban areas and healthcare services available in the urban, might not be available in the rural areas: ‘We need to find out what people need.’ A way of determining what should be included in the package is by starting by covering the most accessible services for the whole population. First primary healthcare services, together with public health and once the country becomes more developed and wealthy, expanding the coverage to secondary and tertiary care. Thereby focusing what is cost-effective healthcare.

4. Discussion

There is no doubt that all health system aspects are important in moving towards universal health coverage in Myanmar. However, this study has focused on the healthcare financing mechanism only. The study has explored the views of healthcare consumers in Myanmar on the current health insurance system, the SSS, as well as on the design and implementation of future health insurance. The study has also triangulated these views with the views of key health system informants on healthcare financing. Overall, it is expected that by implementing an innovative and culturally adapted health insurance system, the financial hardship of using healthcare will be reduced. But what type of health insurance
could be implemented? Based on the views of healthcare consumers and key informants, our study sheds light on the following aspects of the future health insurance system in Myanmar: system funding, management responsibilities and relations between healthcare consumers, insurer(s) and healthcare workers and benefit package. The results are interpreted based on literature from other countries since information on this topic for Myanmar is lacking to a great extent.

The results confirm that the current health insurance system, the SSS, covers only a very small share of the population and does not fulfil the needs of its members. The weaknesses of the current health insurance system include poor health facilities in SSS clinics and a long and unclear reimbursement process. We also find that healthcare consumers, who are not SSS members, are overall unfamiliar with the concept of health insurance, though after explaining the concept, all healthcare consumers in the FGDs express a positive attitude towards health insurance. This suggests however, that before implementing any kind of health insurance system in Myanmar, raising awareness among the population is essential to ensure that people will enroll in the system and that they know what they are entitled to. This problem is observed in other countries as well. India for example is currently improving the universal health coverage of the population and the experience shows that understanding of policy coverage by the insured is necessary for the successful insurance implementation (Sippy and Ravi 2015).

The results of our FGDs suggest that healthcare consumers are willing to spend 2–5% of their monthly salary on health insurance. Although this amount should not be seen as a hard indicator, the amount seems reasonable compared to other neighboring countries. In India, the insured persons even spend 8–10% on their monthly income on health insurance (Bureau 2011). Our results however should not be interpreted in terms of recommended insurance contribution in Myanmar. To determine the adequate insurance contribution levels, further analysis based on nationally representative survey data collected among all stakeholder groups as well as estimated cost of benefit package would be necessary. Up to date, neither actuarial tools and projections, nor proper costing exercise for benefit package has been done even in the SSS in Myanmar (Tessier and Thidar 2014). Policy makers need to understand the current costs to set efficient provider payment system of health insurance (Özaltın and Cashin 2014).

Three options of health insurance or different risk pooling mechanisms emerged from our study as being appropriate for Myanmar according to some of the respondents; a tax-based funding system, a combination of basic social health insurance and additional voluntary insurance, as well as community-based health insurance. Each of these health insurance options has its advantages and disadvantages and its feasibility in Myanmar. These factors should be analysed in further studies before recommendations for the future health insurance system in Myanmar can be formulated. Nevertheless, some evidence on this can be already found in previous studies as discussed in the following paragraphs.

As suggested in the literature, the advantage of a tax-based funding system is a lower rate of adverse selection and risk selection compared to the other healthcare financing mechanisms proposed by the respondents. Moreover, a tax-based funding system is more progressive than the other financing mechanisms because it diminishes the burden on the poor (Smith and Witter 2004; Savedoff 2004). There are many ways to mobilize revenue in a tax-based funding system, such as value added taxes, sales taxes and import duties. However, it is impossible to depend on a tax-based financing system solely due to the small tax revenue in Myanmar (Tessier and Thidar 2014). Hitherto, Myanmar is mainly dependent on corporate or individual income tax (salary or business) but the law and regulations are not strengthened enough to get a large amount of revenue for the health system (DFDL 2014). The success of tax-based funding depends on the effectiveness of the political system that governs the allocation of funds as well as on the efficiency of the health service provision. Fully tax-based funding has a potential in case of a scheme that covers a very small benefit package or a very small part of the population, or a combination of the two. Such scheme can be used for covering the poor and vulnerable groups by the government through tax-based funding (Savedoff 2004).
Previous studies (Wagstaff 2009; Hsiao and Shaw 2007) suggest that a social health insurance system strongly depends on the contributions from the employees and employers. Given the low earning rates in Myanmar, it is uncertain if the social health insurance can alone guarantee sustainable healthcare financing. The social health insurance is usually mandatory for formal sector workers, however, voluntary or not eligible for the informal workers. Thus, it is difficult to get nationwide coverage if social insurance is implemented alone if there is a large informal sector (Acharya et al. 2012). This implies that the SSS in Myanmar could be only partly expanded in urban areas where there is more formal employment. But to achieve this, the SSS should also improve its services because the various shortcomings, as those indicated in our study, might discourage citizens to purchase this type of health insurance.

Regarding the community-based health insurance, mentioned by some participants in our study, the evidence in the literature are rather controversial. Some countries, for example, China and India, have success stories while others, for example, Philippines and Indonesia, have a historical interest but no longer consider this health insurance option (Soors et al. 2010). The reasons to drop community-based health insurance are operational difficulties, financial problems, small schemes (many of them covering less than 500 households with insufficient risk pooling, unattractively limited benefit packages and high dropout rates). To be successful, community insurance pools should be large enough and should attract a suitable mix of insurance members, that is, a variety in age and health backgrounds, to ensure that the risk is insurable (Carrin et al. 2005; Lautier 2006). Political commitment together with government subsidies played an important role in the successful expansion of community-based health insurance in China and India (Soors et al. 2010). Though proposed by participants in this study for rural areas, the feasibility of community-based health insurance in Myanmar need to be explored further.

Thus, as discussed above, the implementation of only one health financing system will be difficult to sustain financially and it will be difficult to achieve full coverage in Myanmar. A combination of the three models could provide a comprehensive funding system to develop nationwide health insurance for the coverage of the whole population.

It seems reasonable to involve parties outside of the government, such as NGOs or international companies, including private health insurers, with knowledge and competences in health insurance provision, to compensate for the lack of experience the government of Myanmar has and to gain benefits that might come from working and learning from these parties (Biesma et al. 2009). The role of NGOs in community-based insurance has been either as an insurer, as a provider of health services, or as third-party administrator who purchases the insurance from the insurance company (Soors et al. 2010). The last kind of arrangement creates the wider risk pool (Churchill 2006). The advantage of involvement of NGOs includes their effort to improving negotiating capacity with insurance companies and providers. For example, in India, Karuna Trust negotiated an insurance package including compensation for income loss and medicine with a low premium rate which is below the estimated willingness to pay of the poverty line. At the same time, the weakness of this arrangement is that the limited benefit package for already set premium rate may not meet the need of beneficiaries. This can lead to pay up front and cumbersome reimbursement. Some NGOs control this by offering the tailored package based on the need of local population (Radermacher et al. 2005). The Indian government declared the involvement of NGOs as a priority in the establishment of the Indian National Rural Health Mission 2005 (Soors et al. 2010). It is however important to keep the final responsibility and overview of the health system with the government to make sure that the NGOs involved do not only focus on one specific illness but take a whole scale of diseases into account. Similarly, the government should regulate the involvement of private health insurers because they may tend to focus on profit making. Next to this, the Myanmar government should take into account that the current legislation and regulations need to be adjusted to make the implementation of a nationwide health insurance system possible. With regards to providers, both public and private providers should cooperate in the nationwide health insurance system and negotiate about payment methods. The SSS should not be
served as a provider because the efficiency of SSS health service provision is very low according to our study and other evidence (Tessier and Thidar 2014). The main concept for building a sustainable health insurance is to develop a strong linkage between all three stakeholders—payers, providers and beneficiaries.

Although our study provides evidence relevant to policy, as it is the first of its kind in Myanmar, the study has certain limitations that need to be acknowledged. We include two groups of study participants: healthcare consumers and key health system informants. However, the number of representatives of key informants is rather low due to bureaucratic reasons coupled with time constrains of potential participants. Therefore, complete saturation of the opinions in the sub-groups groups of key informants, namely policymakers and healthcare workers, is not reached. The number of healthcare workers interviewed is especially small. Therefore, it is not possible to make conclusions about the sub-groups of key informants and it is not possible to contrast the answers of these sub-groups. Another limitation is the lack of prior knowledge on health insurance among uninsured healthcare consumers. The topic of a health insurance funding system appears difficult to grasp among these inexperienced potential insurance clients. Their views might have been more pronounced if they had prior experience with health insurance. Moreover, the study was restricted to the area of Yangon, which means that perceptions of people living in the remote rural areas could not be explored. Lastly, the country is in transition with socio-political changes taking place. For example, as of July 2015, after the data collection for our study, the government allowed private companies to offer health insurance. Investigating the role of this type of insurance providers will be an important topic in future research (Thitsar 2015).

As explained by the World Health Organisation (WHO), various factors are important to make universal health coverage successful; a strong, efficient, well-run health system, an affordable financing healthcare services, availability of essential medicines and technologies and well-trained, motivated health workers (WHO 2015a). All these factors apply to Myanmar as well as evidenced by our study. Despite the variation in opinions about how to organise the health insurance system, all stakeholder groups agree that a completely new insurance system should be designed and implemented by integrating the existing current small scale SSS. A stepwise implementation approach is recommended to account for the variation between the rural and urban areas and for the general lack of resources for healthcare in the country. All stakeholders also agree that equity in accessing health insurance system will be vital for protecting the poor and vulnerable groups from financial hardship when using healthcare.

Conclusions based on information by consumers is valuable and essential to take into account in any decision about the implementation of a health insurance system but we should also consider the limits in the knowledge about health insurance that consumers in Myanmar have. Thus, although our study provides evidence on the stakeholder’s views, more research is needed before a rational choice for a health insurance system in Myanmar can be made. Future research could focus on vital health insurance aspects, such as how to make the pooling mechanism feasible, how to define an essential benefit package that is affordable for the country, how to assure the risk pooling mechanisms so that health insurance can be beneficial for vulnerable groups as well.
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